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Activities

• No WG meeting
• Representing CC:
  – Danube Adaptation Strategy meeting in March
  – Forest Europe (-) October
  – PA4 in April (+ 1st EU Macro-regional Strategies on water meeting)
  – PA4 SG October (invitation?)
  – PA5 June (local representation)
  – PA5 SG meeting in December
Other meetings

• EMS, September: Mountain session
  – 2010 September Copenhagen: mountain session
• SARD WG meeting + Euromontana conference
• JoinTisza meetings
• ECCA conference, Lisbon, 2019
WG meeting

• Offer of the Copernicus programme:
  – Back-to-back to a Copernicus climate data workshop in Budapest: Support for one person for each country except Ukraine: travel + 2 days

• Date after the discussion with the Copernicus organizers

• Activities:
  – Actualize the Strategy Action
  – Discuss the Protocols from point of view of climate change
Climate-ADAPT

• Contacting and continuously keeping informed the coordinators of adaptation connected projects
Project ideas

• Tisza Group meeting (ICPDR):
  – Common project with the Carpathian Convention

• Drought and flood risk harmonisation

• DTP?
Thank you for your attention!